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Introduction

Spectroscopy in general is the study of light and matter interaction. This is considered the main
technique for investigating the energy levels in atoms, molecules, semiconductors, and mater in
general. For example, in addition to their internal electronic motion, molecules possess vibrational
and rotational degrees of freedom. Such motion is quantized, i.e., only motion corresponding to
discrete rotational or vibrational energies is allowed. Spectroscopy, which excites transitions
between these quantized states, is the primary tool in elucidating the energy-level spacing. These,
in turn, are useful in determining bond strengths and overall molecular structure. "Traditional"
spectroscopy can be described as energy or frequency resolved because measurements associated
with this type of spectroscopy involve spectrally narrow light that is tuned across discrete energy
levels. These measurements can be carried out with pulsed light sources to provide time-resolved
kinetic information about processes that are statistical in nature.
What we referred to as ultrafast-spectroscopy, on the other hand, involves temporally short (and
therefore spectrally broad) light pulses, which are used to probe directly the dynamics of the system
rather than the energy levels themselves. Rapid advances in laser technology over the past decade
have resulted in the ability to produce pulses as short as 6 fs (1 fs = 10-15 s), and pulses of width
100 fs are now produced routinely in many laboratories around the world. The advantage of using
ultrashort pulses is that they open the door to investigating the dynamics of the system directly,
i.e., the movement of individual particles such as electrons or atoms. From the perspective of
classical mechanics, a short pulse whose duration is on the same time scale as the motion of a
particle in a confined system could be used to probe the dynamics of the particle directly.
For typical atomic speeds of the order of 10000 m/s (= 0.1 Å/fs), laser pulses 10 fs in duration
achieve 1 Å spatial resolution, a range that is of great scientific interest in physics and chemistry.
Ultrafast spectroscopic techniques have been used to observe rotational and vibrational dynamics
in molecules. Electronic motion has been explored in semiconductor systems. The key is that the
duration of the laser pulses must be shorter than the time scale of the dynamics that one wants to
observe. In summary, ultrafast laser spectroscopy has become a very useful tool in the study of
1

the dynamics of atoms and molecules in a range of environments from gas phase to solid state.
Results from these types of ultrafast studies have been loosely classified femtophysics, when the
interaction between ultrashort laser pulses and matter is being studied and as femtochemistry ,
when chemical reactions are involved.

Ultrafast spectroscopy is based on the use of light pulses that have very short temporal duration to
interrogate matter. These pulses, being very fast compared to the underlying dynamics of the
system, are capable of taking "snapshots" of the atomic motion. A collection of snapshots taken at
subsequent times can be thought of as a "movie" of the dynamics as a function of time. Each
snapshot implies a degree of localization of the system in space that must be consistent with
Heisenberg's uncertainty principle.

The objective of this thesis work is to study the ultrafast carrier dynamics in ultra-thin
polycrystalline silicon film at low energy fluence. This is a major problem when utilizing the
common femtosecond laser amplifier mainly due to the low repetition rate (1 kHz) and the small
interaction length making the signal to noise ratio small. In this work we have utilized a high
repetition rate ultrafast laser amplifier (250 kHz) thereby making possible the detection of
differential absorption measurements at energy fluence as low as 50nJ/cm3.

2

Chapter 1

Laser Pulses and Optical Effects

Introduction
1.1 Lasers

“Laser” is the abbreviation for “Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation”, created
by Gordon Gould in 1957. The term is commonly used for appliances which produce light based
on the laser principle, although the original meaning of it was to describe the principle of operation
(take advantages of stimulated emission from excited atoms or ions). Τhe term “laser” usually
refers for “laser oscillators” but also includes laser amplifiers.
The first laser was a pulsed ruby laser, shown indicated by Theodore Maiman in 1960. Also in
1960, was presented the first gas laser (a helium-neon laser) and the first diode laser. Before the
presentation of Theodore Maiman, the following people, Arthur Schawlow, Charles Hard Townes,
Nikolay Basov and Alexander Prokhorov, had published ground-breaking theoretical work on the
operation principles of lasers, and a microwave amplifier and oscillator (maser) had been
developed by Townes’ group in 1953. The term which originaly used was “optical maser”
(MASER = microwave amplification by stimulated amplification of radiation), but later replaced
with “laser”.
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Laser technology is at the center of the broad spectrum of photonics, mainly because of its greatly
specialized properties:
● It is commonly emitted as a laser beam which can spread over long lengths sans a lot
divergence and can be centered to very small spots.
● It can have a very strait optical bandwidth, while for example most lamps give off light with
a very large optical spectrum.
● Furthermore, laser could be emitted in the form of short/ultrashort pulses with durations from
microseconds to a few femtoseconds or continuously.
These characteristics which make laser really absorbing for various applications are to a great
extent the impact of the very high degree of coherence of laser radiation. [1]

1.2 Operation of Laser

The laser oscillator consists of an optical resonator, in which the light circulates (e.g. between two
mirrors), and a gain medium (e.g. a laser crystal) contained in the resonator, used for amplifying
the light. The principle of laser amplification is “stimulated emission”. The circulating light,
weakens due to losses from reflections at mirrors. These losses can however be offset with the use
of a gain medium with a high gain. An external energy supply – a “pump”, is required from the
gain medium. This pumping can be either optical or electrical (semiconductor lasers), by injecting
light and electric current, respectively. A partially transparent mirror, known as the output coupler
mirror, transmits a fraction of the circulating light which constitutes the useful output of the laser.
For achieving maximum output power, the transmission of the output coupler mirror should be
optimized. A number of factors contribute some noise in the laser output, in properties such as the
output power or optical phase.

4

Figure 1.1: Setup of a simple optically pumped laser. The laser resonator is made of a highly reflecting
curved mirror and a partially transmissive flat mirror, the output coupler, which extracts some of the
circulating laser light as the useful output. The gain medium is a laser crystal, which is side-pumped, e.g.
with light from a flash lamp.

If the devise is below the laser threshold, the resonator losses exceed the gain and the laser is
unable to function, emitting only some luminescence light. Considerable power output is only
observed when the pump powers are greater than the laser threshold, so the gain exceeds the
resonator losses. In this case, the light power in the resonator increases rapidly, starting e.g. with
low levels of light from fluorescence. As high laser powers saturate the gain, the laser power will
in the steady state reach a level so that the saturated gain just equals the resonator losses (gain
clamping). Before reaching this steady state, a laser usually undergoes some relaxation
oscillations. The threshold pump power is the pump power where the small-signal gain is just
sufficient for lasing.
Some lasers operate in a continuous fashion, while others function by generating pulses. These
pulses can be notably intense. The methods for generating pulses with lasers vary, resulting in
pulses lasting from a few femtoseconds to microseconds. [1]
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1.3 Emission and Absorption
Light radiation exists when an atom goes from an energy state to another, so we have emission or
absorption of light. These two processes are described schematically in the following Figure (1.2).
We define the higher energy state as level '2' and the lower one as level '1'. The process in which
a photon is emitted while the atom falls in a lower energy state, is known as emission. We know
from statistical physics that after being excited, the atoms want to de-excite and return in the lower
energy state, in which they were before excitation, thus losing their extra energy. To accomplish
this, the atom in an excited state, spontaneously emits a photon. This photon is emitted, while an
electron in the atom falls from level 2 to level 1. The process is known as “spontaneous emission”
and is shown in Figure (1.2b). The photon frequency, ν, depends on the difference in energy
between the two levels, satisfying equation (1.1) as required for the energy conservation:
h  E2  E1

(1.1)

where E1 and E2 are the energies of level 1 and level 2, respectively.
Therefore, depending on its energy levels, each kind of atom has a characteristic emission
spectrum. The reverse process in which the atom is transferred to a higher energy state is called
absorption and is displayed in Figure (1.2a). A photon gives the necessary energy to excite the
atom and promote one of its electrons from level 1 to level 2. In contrast with emission, this process
is not spontaneous. Unless it is stimulated by an incoming photon, the electron can't be transitioned
to a higher energy state. [2]

Figure 1.2 Optical transitions in an atom, (a) absorption, (b) emission.
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1.4 Einstein’s A and B Coefficients

In 1927 Einstein assumed that the probability for spontaneous emission was related to the
probability of stimulated emission. Based on that fact he invented the necessary mathematical
quantities to calculate the spontaneous emission and absorption rates. They were named Einstein
coefficients in his honor. The Einstein A coefficient is related to the rate of spontaneous emission
of light and the Einstein B coefficients are related to the absorption and stimulated emission of
light. Einstein A coefficient, gives the probability per unit time of an electron in level 2 to be
transitioned to level 1 with a photon emission. The rate of photon emission is directly proportional
to the atoms’ number in the excited state, N2(t), and to the A coefficient, as described by the rate
equation for N2(t):
dN 2
  A21 N 2  t 
dt

(1.2)

The index '21' on the A coefficient indicates that the transition starts at level 2 and ends at level 1.
When solved for N2(t), equation (1.2) gives the following results:

N2 (t )  N2 (0)e A21t
 N2 (0)e



(1.3)

t



(1.4)

where   1/ A21 .
τ is known as the natural radiative lifetime of the excited state and can take values from about 1
ns to several millisecond. Equation (1.3) indicates that the number of atoms in the excited state
decays exponentially with a time constant τ due to spontaneous emission.
The Einstein B coefficient describes the absorption rate between the two energy levels, level 1
and 2. As mentioned in section 1.3, an incoming photon is required for stimulating the process.
According to Einstein, the absorption rate per unit time is given by:
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dN1
  B12 N1  t  u  v  ,
dt

(1.5)

where N1(t) is the number of atoms in level 1 at time t, B12 is the Einstein B coefficient for the
transition, and u(v) is the energy density of the electromagnetic wave in J m-3 at frequency v. Only
the incoming radiation’s spectrum part at frequency v, where hv=E2-E1, can cause the absorption
transitions. This is stated by writing u(v).
The two described processes, absorption and spontaneous emission, are quite intuitive. To
complete his analysis, Einstein realized that he needed to introduce a third type of transition, the
“stimulated emission”. This is the case in which the incoming photon can stimulate downward
emission transitions as well as upward absorption transitions. A second Einstein B coefficient,
known as B21, governs the stimulated emission rate. The particular indices in the two Einstein B
coefficients distinguish the absorption and stimulated emission processes.
Similarly to equation 1.5, the rate equation for stimulated emission is the following:
dN 2
  B21 N 2  t  u  v  .
dt

(1.6)

Stimulated emission is a coherent quantum mechanical effect. The final emitted photon, has the
same phase with the initial photon, which caused the transition. The process of stimulated emission
is the operating principle of the laser, as the name “laser” is the acronym for 'light amplification
by stimulated emission of radiation’.
The three Einstein coefficients, which were presented above, are interrelated between them, so if
we know one of them we can work, following the Einstein analysis, to find out the others two and
this is very useful. Also, the three coefficients’ interrelationship indicates that transitions with a
high absorption probability will also have a high emission probability, both for spontaneous and
stimulated processes. [2]
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1.5 Types of Lasers
Some of the most common types of lasers are:


Semiconductor lasers:
 Electrically or sometimes optically pumped.
 Efficient generation of very high output powers with poor beam quality, or low powers
with good spatial properties (e.g. for application in CD and DVD players), or pulses (e.g.
for telecom applications) with very high pulse repetition rates.
 Commonly laser diodes. Special types include quantum cascade lasers (for mid-infrared
light) and surface-emitting semiconductor lasers (VCSELs and VECSELs), the latter also
being suitable for pulse generation with high powers.

● Solid-state lasers:
 Based on ion-doped crystals or glasses (doped insulator lasers).
 Pumped with discharge lamps or laser diodes.
 Generation of high output powers, or lower powers with very high beam quality, spectral
purity and/or stability (e.g. for measurement purposes), or ultrashort pulses with
picosecond or femtosecond durations.
 Common gain media are Nd:YAG, Nd:YVO4, Nd:YLF, Nd:glass, Yb:YAG, Yb:glass,
Ti:sapphire, Cr:YAG and Cr:LiSAF.
 Special types of ion-doped glass lasers are: fiber lasers and gas lasers
Chemical and nuclear pumped lasers, free electron lasers, and X-ray lasers, are less commonly
used lasers. [1]
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1.6 Ultrashort Pulse Generation
Mode-locking is a technique in optics by which a laser can be made to produce pulses of light of
extremely short duration, on the order of picoseconds (10−12 s) or femtoseconds (10−15 s). A laser
operated in this way is sometimes referred to as a femtosecond laser, for example in
modern refractive surgery. The basis of the technique is to induce a fixed-phase relationship
between the longitudinal modes of the laser's resonant cavity. Constructive interference between
these modes can cause the laser light to be produced as a train of pulses. The laser is then said to
be 'phase-locked' or 'mode-locked'.
Although laser light is perhaps the purest form of light, it is not of a single,
pure frequency or wavelength. All lasers produce light over some natural bandwidth or range of
frequencies. A laser's bandwidth of operation is determined primarily by the gain medium from
which the laser is constructed, and the range of frequencies over which a laser may operate is
known as the gain bandwidth. For example, a typical helium–neon laser has a gain bandwidth of
about 1.5 GHz (a wavelength range of about 0.002 nm at a central wavelength of 633 nm),
whereas a titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:sapphire) solid-state laser has a bandwidth of about
128 THz (a 300-nm wavelength range centered at 800 nm).
The second factor to determine a laser's emission frequencies is the optical cavity (or resonant
cavity) of the laser. In the simplest case, this consists of two plane (flat) mirrors facing each other,
surrounding the gain medium of the laser (this arrangement is known as a Fabry–Pérot cavity).
Since light is a wave, when bouncing between the mirrors of the cavity, the light will constructively
and

destructively interfere with

itself,

leading

to

the

formation

of standing

waves or modes between the mirrors. These standing waves form a discrete set of frequencies,
known as the longitudinal modes of the cavity. These modes are the only frequencies of light
which are self-regenerating and allowed to oscillate by the resonant cavity; all other frequencies
of light are suppressed by destructive interference. For a simple plane-mirror cavity, the allowed
modes are those for which the separation distance of the mirrors L is an exact multiple of half the
wavelength of the light λ, such that L = qλ/2, where q is an integer known as the mode order.
In practice, L is usually much greater than λ, so the relevant values of q are large (around 105 to
106). Of more interest is the frequency separation between any two adjacent modes q and q+1; this
is given (for an empty linear resonator of length L) by Δν:
10

 

c
2L

(1.7)

Using the above equation, a small laser with a mirror separation of 30 cm has a frequency
separation between longitudinal modes of 0.5 GHz. Thus for the two lasers referenced above, with
a 30-cm cavity, the 1.5 GHz bandwidth of the HeNe laser would support up to 3 longitudinal
modes, whereas the 128 THz bandwidth of the Ti:sapphire laser could support approximately
250,000 modes. When more than one longitudinal mode is excited, the laser is said to be in "multimode" operation. When only one longitudinal mode is excited, the laser is said to be in "singlemode" operation. Each individual longitudinal mode has some bandwidth or narrow range of
frequencies over which it operates, but typically this bandwidth, determined by the Q factor of the
cavity, is much smaller than the intermode frequency separation.

1.6.1 Mode-Locking

In a simple laser, each of these modes oscillates independently, with no fixed relationship between
each other, in essence like a set of independent lasers all emitting light at slightly different
frequencies. The individual phase of the light waves in each mode is not fixed, and may vary
randomly due to such things as thermal changes in materials of the laser. In lasers with only a few
oscillating modes, interference between the modes can cause beating effects in the laser output,
leading to fluctuations in intensity; in lasers with many thousands of modes, these interference
effects tend to average to a near-constant output intensity.
If instead of oscillating independently, each mode operates with a fixed phase between it and the
other modes, the laser output behaves quite differently. Instead of a random or constant output
intensity, the modes of the laser will periodically all constructively interfere with one another,
producing an intense burst or pulse of light. Such a laser is said to be 'mode-locked' or 'phaselocked'. These pulses occur separated in time by τ = 2L/c, where τ is the time taken for the light to
make exactly one round trip of the laser cavity. This time corresponds to a frequency exactly equal
to the mode spacing of the laser, Δν = 1/τ.
11

The duration of each pulse of light is determined by the number of modes which are oscillating in
phase (in a real laser, it is not necessarily true that all of the laser's modes will be phase-locked).
If there are N modes locked with a frequency separation Δν, the overall mode-locked bandwidth
is NΔν, and the wider this bandwidth, the shorter the pulse duration from the laser. In practice, the
actual pulse duration is determined by the shape of each pulse, which is in turn determined by the
exact amplitude and phase relationship of each longitudinal mode. For example, for a laser
producing pulses with a Gaussian temporal shape, the minimum possible pulse duration Δt is given
by
t 

0.441
N 

(1.8)

he value 0.441 is known as the 'time-bandwidth product' of the pulse, and varies depending on the
pulse shape. For ultrashort pulse lasers, a hyperbolic-secant-squared (sech2) pulse shape is often
assumed, giving a time-bandwidth product of 0.315. Using this equation, the minimum pulse
duration can be calculated consistent with the measured laser spectral width. For the HeNe laser
with a 1.5-GHz spectral width, the shortest Gaussian pulse consistent with this spectral width
would be around 300 picoseconds; for the 128-THz bandwidth Ti:sapphire laser, this spectral
width would be only 3.4 femtoseconds. These values represent the shortest possible Gaussian
pulses consistent with the laser's linewidth; in a real mode-locked laser, the actual pulse duration
depends on many other factors, such as the actual pulse shape, and the overall dispersion of the
cavity. Subsequent modulation could in principle shorten the pulse width of such a laser further;
however, the measured spectral width would then be correspondingly increased.
Methods for producing mode-locking in a laser may be classified as either 'active' or 'passive'.
Active methods typically involve using an external signal to induce a modulation of the intracavity
light. Passive methods do not use an external signal, but rely on placing some element into the
laser cavity which causes self-modulation of the light.
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1.6.2 Active mode-locking

The most common active mode-locking technique places a standing wave electro-optic
modulator into the laser cavity. When driven with an electrical signal, this produces a
sinusoidal amplitude modulation of the light in the cavity. Considering this in the frequency
domain, if a mode has optical frequency ν, and is amplitude-modulated at a frequency f, the
resulting signal has sidebands at optical frequencies ν − f and ν + f. If the modulator is driven at
the same frequency as the cavity-mode spacing Δν, then these sidebands correspond to the two
cavity modes adjacent to the original mode. Since the sidebands are driven in-phase, the central
mode and the adjacent modes will be phase-locked together. Further operation of the modulator
on the sidebands produces phase-locking of the ν − 2f and ν + 2f modes, and so on until all modes
in the gain bandwidth are locked. As said above, typical lasers are multi-mode and not seeded by
a root mode. So multiple modes need to work out which phase to use. In a passive cavity with this
locking applied there is no way to dump the entropy given by the original independent phases.
This locking is better described as a coupling, leading to a complicated behavior and not clean
pulses. The coupling is only dissipative because of the dissipative nature of the amplitude
modulation. Otherwise, the phase modulation would not work.
This process can also be considered in the time domain. The amplitude modulator acts as a weak
'shutter' to the light bouncing between the mirrors of the cavity, attenuating the light when it is
"closed", and letting it through when it is "open". If the modulation rate f is synchronised to the
cavity round-trip time τ, then a single pulse of light will bounce back and forth in the cavity. The
actual strength of the modulation does not have to be large; a modulator that attenuates 1% of the
light when "closed" will mode-lock a laser, since the same part of the light is repeatedly attenuated
as it traverses the cavity.
Related to this amplitude modulation (AM), active mode-locking is frequency modulation (FM)
mode-locking, which uses a modulator device based on the acousto-optic effect. This device, when
placed in a laser cavity and driven with an electrical signal, induces a small, sinusoidally varying
frequency shift in the light passing through it. If the frequency of modulation is matched to the
round-trip time of the cavity, then some light in the cavity sees repeated upshifts in frequency, and
some repeated downshifts. After many repetitions, the upshifted and downshifted light is swept
13

out of the gain bandwidth of the laser. The only light which is unaffected is that which passes
through the modulator when the induced frequency shift is zero, which forms a narrow pulse of
light.
The third method of active mode-locking is synchronous mode-locking, or synchronous pumping.
In this, the pump source (energy source) for the laser is itself modulated, effectively turning the
laser on and off to produce pulses. Typically, the pump source is itself another mode-locked laser.
This technique requires accurately matching the cavity lengths of the pump laser and the driven
laser.

1.6.3 Passive mode-locking

Passive mode-locking techniques are those that do not require a signal external to the laser (such
as the driving signal of a modulator) to produce pulses. Rather, they use the light in the cavity to
cause a change in some intracavity element, which will then itself produce a change in the
intracavity light. A commonly used device to achieve this is a saturable absorber.
A saturable absorber is an optical device that exhibits an intensity-dependent transmission. What
this means is that the device behaves differently depending on the intensity of the light passing
through it. For passive mode-locking, ideally a saturable absorber will selectively absorb lowintensity light, and transmit light which is of sufficiently high intensity. When placed in a laser
cavity, a saturable absorber will attenuate low-intensity constant wave light (pulse wings).
However, because of the somewhat random intensity fluctuations experienced by an un-modelocked laser, any random, intense spike will be transmitted preferentially by the saturable absorber.
As the light in the cavity oscillates, this process repeats, leading to the selective amplification of
the high-intensity spikes, and the absorption of the low-intensity light. After many round trips, this
leads to a train of pulses and mode-locking of the laser.
Considering this in the frequency domain, if a mode has optical frequency ν, and is amplitudemodulated

at

a

frequency nf,

the

resulting

signal

has sidebands at

optical

frequencies ν − nf and ν + nf and enables much stronger mode-locking for shorter pulses and more
stability than active mode-locking, but has startup problems.
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Saturable absorbers are commonly liquid organic dyes, but they can also be made from
doped crystals and semiconductors. Semiconductor absorbers tend to exhibit very fast response
times (~100 fs), which is one of the factors that determines the final duration of the pulses in a
passively mode-locked laser. In a colliding-pulse mode-locked laser the absorber steepens the
leading edge while the lasing medium steepens the trailing edge of the pulse.
There are also passive mode-locking schemes that do not rely on materials that directly display an
intensity dependent absorption. In these methods, nonlinear optical effects in intracavity
components are used to provide a method of selectively amplifying high-intensity light in the
cavity, and attenuation of low-intensity light. One of the most successful schemes is called Kerrlens mode-locking (KLM), also sometimes called "self mode-locking". This uses a nonlinear
optical process, the optical Kerr effect, which results in high-intensity light being focussed
differently from low-intensity light. By careful arrangement of an aperture in the laser cavity, this
effect can be exploited to produce the equivalent of an ultra-fast response time saturable absorber.
Self mode-locking in Ti : sapphire-based laser has been introduced in 1990, while a new
revolution, the simplicity of use, was brought in the early 1990s along with the commercialization
of ultrashort pulse technology. Mode-locked lasers generating ultrashort light pulses, operate by
choosing to lock the phases of a great number of longitudinal modes sustained by the laser gain
bandwidth.

Figure 1.3 Laser gain envelope with longitudinal modes
A number of longitudinal wave modes are allowed to oscillate along the resonator with a frequency
separation of c/2L, where L is the optical length of the cavity and c is the light speed. Commonly,
these modes have a random phase and irregular amplitudes, and hence the resulting amplitude is
randomly time-varying within the round trip period T=2L/c.
15

Figure 1.4 Mode-locked laser output
When the phases of these modes are locked together they behave like a periodic pulse train. Each
of the successive pulses has a width Dt, the value of which is nearly equal to the inverse of the
frequency range spanned by the modes being locked in phase. There are two broad categories of
mode-locking mechanisms: active and passive. For locking the relative phases, a modulator is used
in the laser cavity in the active mode locking, while a saturable absorber, usually a thin
semiconductor film, is used in passive schemes. A different scheme known as self-mode-locking
is used by modern solid-state mode-locked lasers.

[3], [4]

1.6.4 The Titanium Sapphire Femtosecond Laser

Titanium-doped sapphire (Ti : sapphire) has become by far the most common laser material for
the generation of ultrashort pulses.

[3], [4]

Titanium-doped sapphire is a solid-state laser material

with extremely desirable properties: a gain bandwidth spanning the wavelength region from 700
to 1100 nm, very high thermal conductivity, and an energy storage density approaching 1 J/cm 2.
This last property, although desirable for high-energy amplification, was thought to prohibit the
use of Ti:sapphire in femtosecond modelocked lasers. Existing passively modelocked dye lasers
relied on the low-energy storage density of the laser dye to facilitate the modelocking process, and
thus passive modelocking is not feasible using most solid-state gain media. However, the selfmodelocked Ti:sapphire laser relies on a different mechanism to facilitate short-pulse generation—
the Kerr nonlinearity of the laser crystal. Since this nonlinearity is instantaneous and independent
of the energy storage density of the laser medium, it made possible an entirely new class of reliable,
high average power, ultrashort-pulse (<10 fs) lasers.
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Although self-modelocking has been used to generate ultrashort pulses in a number of different
laser media, by far the most common such laser is still the Ti:sapphire laser. The basic cavity
configuration is quite simple, as shown in Figure (1.5). The energy source for the laser is a
continuous wave (cw) laser—typically an argon-ion laser. More recently, commercially available
cw diode-pumped frequency-doubled YAG lasers have also found widespread application. The cw
light is focused into the Ti:sapphire crystal, collinear with the mode of the laser cavity itself. The
only other cavity components are an end mirror and an output coupler, together with a prism pair
to compensate for dispersion of the Ti:sapphire crystal. Modelocking in this laser is achieved
through the action of the Kerr lens induced in the laser crystal itself. If the laser is operating in a
pulsed mode, the focused intensity inside the Ti:sapphire crystal exceeds 1011 W/cm2 —sufficient
to induce a strong nonlinear lens which quite significantly focuses the pulse. If this occurs in a
laser cavity which is adjusted for optimum efficiency without this lens, this self-focusing will
simply contribute to loss within the laser cavity. However, modest displacement of one mirror
away from the optimum cw position by only 0.5–1 mm can result in a decrease in loss in the laser
cavity when Kerr lensing is present. Thus, the Kerr lensing couples the spatial and temporal modes
of the oscillator, resulting in two distinct spatial and temporal modes of operation (cw and pulsed).
The laser can be simply aligned to be stable in either mode.

Figure 1.5 Schematic diagram of a self-modelocked Ti:sapphire laser
The most significant advance in Ti:sapphire oscillator design since its original demonstration has
been a dramatic reduction in achievable pulse duration. This was accomplished by reducing overall
dispersion in the laser by using physically shorter Ti:sapphire crystals and optimum prism
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materials or mirrors. It is now routine to generate pulse durations of 10 fs directly from such a laser
at a repetition rate of 80MHz, with pulse energy of approximately 5–10 nJ, and with excellent
stability. Such a laser is an ideal front-end source for a high-power, ultrafast, amplifier system.

1.6.5 C.P.A: Chirped Pulse Amplification

Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) technology developed rapidly during the 1990s. Solid-state
materials usually have long upper-state radiative lifetimes compared with laser dyes. The
amplification of nanojoule-level femtosecond pulses to the millijoule level and above is
complicated by the extremely high peak powers involved. The damage threshold of most optical
materials is only a few gigawatts per square centimeter.
Nearly all high peak-power, ultrafast laser systems make use of the technique chirped-pulse
amplification CPA, followed by optical pulse compression, as illustrated in Figure (1.6). The
concept behind CPA is a scheme to increase the energy of a short pulse, while avoiding very high
peak powers in the laser amplification process itself. This is done by lengthening the duration of
the pulse being amplified, by dispersing, or ‘‘chirping’’ it in a reversible fashion, using the
technique of optical pulse compression. By lengthening the pulse in time, energy can be efficiently
extracted from the laser gain medium, while avoiding damage to the optical amplifier. CPA is
particularly useful for efficient utilization of solid-state laser media with high stored energy density
(1 – 10 J/cm2), where full energy extraction in a short pulse would lead to intensities above the
damage threshold of the amplifier materials.
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Figure 1.6 A schematic diagram of an amplifier system based on chirped-pulse amplifiacation

The CPA scheme works as follows. Ultrashort light pulses are generated at low pulse energy
through the use of an ultrashort-pulse modelocked laser ‘‘oscillator.’’ This modelocked laser
typically generates light pulses at a high repetition rate (100 MHz) with pulse energies in the range
of 1n J, and with pulse durations in the range of 100fs– 10fs. These femtosecond pulses are then
chirped using a dispersive delay line consisting of either an optical fiber or a diffraction-grating
arrangement. The pulse is stretched from a duration under 100 fs to typically;100 ps, decreasing
its peak power by approximately three orders of magnitude. One or more stages of laser
amplification are used to increase the energy of the pulse by six to nine orders of magnitude to a
fluence sufficient to efficiently extract energy from the laser amplifiers. This amplification
typically requires a total of between 4 and 50 passes through an amplification medium, with a gain
of between 2 and 100 per pass. After optical amplification, when the pulse is very energetic, a
second grating pair is then used to ‘‘recompress’’ the pulse back to femtosecond duration. To
achieve this recompression back to near the original input pulse duration, proper optical design of
the amplifier system is very important.
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Figure 1.7 A picture of the optical amplifier cavity in a chirped pulses amplifier system the
laboratory of ultrafast science.

1.7

Applications of Ultrafast Pulses

The femtosecond laser can be used in many fields either for fundamental research or for several
practical and industrial applications. Such fields are physics, chemistry, medicine and generally
today's technology. For example they can be used to detect and monitor transient chemical species
in solution or the gas phase, to image living cells with micrometer resolution, for laser ablation
mass spectrometry and micromachining applications, which will all be of immediate interest to the
analytical chemist.

[3]

By using them in medicine, they can create various medical tools, for

examples surgery needles, can `photograph' tissues and much more. They have a wide use in
electronics industry and microelectronics devices, such as scribing, patterning and texturing at
photovoltaic and light emitting diode displays.
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1.8

Optical Effects

When a DC or low-frequency electric field applies to some materials, it changes their optical
properties. This happens because of forces distorting the positions, orientations, or shapes of the
material’s molecules. The electro-optic effect is the change in the refractive index. The refractive
indices of an anisotropic electro-optic material are altered after this is subjected to an electric field.
Its effect on polarized light, is hence modified.
The refractive index depends on the applied electric field in two ways:


The change in the refractive index is proportional to the applied electric field. This effect is
known as the linear electro-optic effect or the Pockels effect.



The change in the refractive index is proportional to the square of the applied electric field.
This effect is known as the quadratic electro-optic effect or the Kerr effect.

Although the change in the refractive index is usually insignificant, it can affect to a great extent
an optical wave that propagates in a distance, in the medium, much greater than a light wavelength.
For example, an increase of the order of 10-5 of the refractive index, will create an additional phase
shift of 2π to an optical wave propagating a distance of 105 wavelengths.
Materials with refractive indices that alter by applied electric fields are suitable for producing
electrically controllable optical devices. This can be seen in the following examples:


A lens made of a material whose refractive index can be varied is a lens of controllable
focal length.



A prism whose beam bending ability is controllable can be used as an optical scanning
device.



Light transmitted through a transparent plate of controllable refractive index undergoes a
controllable phase shift. The plate can be used as an optical phase modulator.



An anisotropic crystal whose refractive indices can be varied serves as a wave retarder of
controllable retardation; it may be used to change the polarization properties of light. [5]
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1.8.1 Linear and Nonlinear Optical Effect
1.8.1.1 Dispersion

The phenomenon of dispersion occurs from the material’s refractive index variation across the
laser’s gain bandwidth, because of which the resonant wavelengths are temporally separated and
a limit is set on the generated bandwidth. When a short pulse traverse a dispersive medium, the
component frequencies are separated in time. Dispersion has to be known by the experimentalist
in order to be able to create a short pulse in the sample and control its phase shift accordingly.
The use of prisms and grating pairs in numerous designs achieves the control of the phase shift.
Combination of the two, in double-pass arrangements remove the spatial dispersion. The Ti:
sapphire oscillator was used for the purposes of the particular thesis. Ti: sapphire oscillator uses
the prism pair and it will be discussed in section 1.8.3. The apex of the prism is cut based on the
Brewster angle, in order to have the minimum deviation of the center wavelength. [3]

1.8.1.2 Pockels and Kerr Effects

The refractive index of an electro-optic medium is given as a function n(E) of the applied electric
field E. Because of the slight variation of the function with E, it can be written as a Taylor's series
about E=0,
1
n( E )  n  a1E  a2 E 2  ...
2

where n  n  O  , a1 

 dn / dE  / E0 , and a2 

 d n / dE  /
2

(1.9)

2

E 0

.

We can rewrite the above equation in terms of the electro-optic coefficients, r = -2a1 /n3 and
s = -a2/n3, as follows:

1
1
n( E )  n  rn3 E  sn3 E 2  ...
2
2
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(1.10)

The series’ second- and higher-order terms are smaller than n by many orders of magnitude. Terms
higher than the third can be considered negligible.
In some materials the third term of Equation (1.8) is negligible compared to the second one, so
1
n  E   n  r n3 E
2

Pockels Effect

(1.11)

Equation (1.11) describes the Pockels effect which is a linear electro-optic effect. In such case, the
medium is characterized as a Pockels medium or a Pockels cell. The r coefficient is termed Pockels
coefficient or linear electro-optic coefficient and its typical values range between l0-l2 and l0-l0 m/V
(1 to 100 pm/V). Some examples of crystals used as Pockels media include NH,H,PO, (ADP),
KH2PO4 (KDP), LiNbO,, LiTaO,, and CdTe.
In the case of centrosymmetric materials, which include gases, liquids, and certain crystals, n(E)
must be an even symmetric function so that it remains constant to the reversal of E.
Its first derivative then vanishes, so that the coefficient r must be zero, hence
1
n  E   n  s n3 E 2
2

Kerr Effect

(1.12)

Equation (1.12) describes the Kerr effect which is a nonlinear optical effect. The Kerr effect is also
known as the quadratic electro- optic (QEO) effect.The material is characterized as a Kerr medium
or a Kerr cell. The s coefficient is termed the Kerr coefficient or the quadratic electro-optic
coefficient. Typical values of s lie within the range 10-18 to 10-14 m2/V2 in crystals and 10-22 to 1019

m2/V2 in liquids. [5]
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1.8.1.3 Second Harmonic Generation

Second harmonic generation (SGH), also known as frequency doubling, was presented by Franken
and his colleagues in 1961 (Franken et al., 1961) and is a nonlinear optical process. During this
process photons which interacted with a nonlinear material were effectively ‘combined’ to form
new photons having twice the frequency of initial photons.
The process of the second harmonic generation is shown in the following figure (Figure (1.8)).
The initial pump pulse, which has a fundamental frequency ω, is incident on a nonlinear medium.
The result is the generation of a pulse with frequency 2ω. [6]

Figure 1.8 Second Harmonic Generation.
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Chapter 2

Ultrafast Spectroscopy of Semiconductors

2.1 Ultrafast Spectroscopy of Semiconductors
Much of the information technology is based on the fast response of small and high speed
microelectronics devices. In the last 20 years there has been considerable interest in exploring the
limitations of semiconductors used in this technology by investigating at a fundamental level the
underlying fast microscopic processes which occur on a picosecond or even a femtosecond time
scale. Fundamental processes like momentum and energy relaxation, as well as mechanisms such
as carrier–carrier scattering, intervalley and intravalley scattering, optical phonon scattering, and
carrier diffusion, have been investigated thoroughly. This chapter will review some of the advances
made over the past 2 decades in the ﬁeld of ultrafast carrier dynamics in semiconductors.

In semiconductor microelectronics devices high speeds and small distances are closely related.
Transistors with effective lengths of only few tens of nanometers have electrons transit time that
can be as short as a picosecond and sometimes as short as a few hundreds of femtoseconds. This
very fact has motivated a great deal of interest in very small-scale electronic devices. In other
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words making semiconductor devices smaller allows a faster response. The development of such
high-speed devices requires a clear understanding of the various dynamical properties of carriers
as well as phonons in semiconductors on an ultrashort time scale. For example, the maximum
attainable speed of gallium arsenide ﬁeld effect and heterojunction bipolar transistors is limited by
the rate at which electrons transfer between high-mobility and low-mobility regions in the
conduction band of this material. Another interesting example is the rate at which energy relaxation
occurs in a semiconductor material, the rate for this process may be limited by relaxation of the
nonequilibrium phonons generated during carrier equilibration. One of the ﬁrst challenges facing
researchers in the early days of photoexcitation of semiconductors by laser pulses was to achieve
high temporal resolution. The shorter the duration of the pulse used in the excitation of the material
the better the temporal resolution of the various dynamical processes. The motivation was to
generate very short optical pulses that would allow researchers to probe faster processes. By the
early 1980s this challenge was met with the availability of subpicosecond laser pulses allowing
researchers to use time-resolved ultrafast processes. However, time-resolved measurements with
ultrashort resolution is a formidable task. The traditional approach, which uses high-speed
electronic instruments, failed since the response time of such instrumentation is several orders of
magnitude slower than the ultrashort optical pulses themselves. Novel and precise optical
techniques are now being used to explore the properties of semiconductors on a time scale much
shorter than those previously believed to be attainable. The development of excite-and-probe
techniques has shown how to probe extremely short lived processes with resolution limited only
by the laser pulse itself.

Optical spectroscopy (since the 1960s) has supplied invaluable facts on many different sides of
semiconductors, for example electronic band structure, phonons, excitation spectra of electrons
and holes, and the characteristics of defects, surfaces, and interfaces. By using the femtosecond
and picosecond pulsed lasers, spectroscopy has become a decent way to explore these
characteristics. Ultrashort pulses usage has made the first step to many new discoveries in
important semiconductor mechanisms having to do with carrier dynamics. Following the creation
of the ultrafast laser, particularly the Ti-sapphire self-mode locking laser, ultrafast carrier
dynamics have been reviewed and examined in the content of semiconductor systems. In order to
study these kind of dynamic, it is significant pulses have a limited timeframe than the timeframe
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of the dynamics. Ultrafast spectroscopy of semiconductors has resulted in plenty new
developments in the content of semiconductors and in several optoelectronic and electronic
devices. Thermal equilibrium is disrupted when an ultrafast laser pulse affects a semiconductor. A
carrier distribution is created by the which may be defined as having
(i) a degree of (quantum) coherence ,
(ii) both anisotropic and isotropic momentum space components and
(iii) a nonthermal energy distribution.

Carrier-carrier scattering and carrier-phonon scattering relaxes/diminish these components in
many, subsequent, ways.

(i)

On a timescale of a few tens of femtoseconds, the coherence cease to exist and the
anisotropic components relax, resulting in an isotropic, incoherent distribution in
momentum space.

(ii)

On a timescale of 100 to 200 fs, the non-thermal energy allocation becomes
thermalized, but is still hot.

(iii)

Then, the energy distribution a cools close to the initial sample temperature on a
timescale of a few 10 ps.

(iv)

A fully equilibrated state is re-created upon a longer timescale where the excited
carriers manage to recombine within the energy gap.

In a sample with QDs, the excited carriers can be apprehended by the QDs and wetting layer,
enabling the final recombination procedure. From a technological viewpoint, the captured of
excited carriers by the QDs is significant due to the captured carriers which can participate in
visual transitions linked with light detection or lasing. Many ultrafast laser techniques are
broadly used to examine carrier dynamics in the spectrum of semiconductors. Pump probe
spectroscopy is the most common technique that is used for the investigation of the carrier
dynamics. In the pump probe spectroscopy technique, the laser pulses are allocated in two
parts, pump and probe. The sample under investigation is initially excited by pump pulses and
then interrogated via the use of the probe pulses, which are delayed in time regarding the pump
pulses. [4]
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2.2 Carrier transport, Capture and relaxation
A brief overview of some of the relevant microscopic processes will follow in order to allow the
reader to develop a perspective on some of the important processes, which occur in a
semiconductor following pulsed laser excitation. Illumination of a semiconductor with above
bandgap energy photons results in the generation of large non-equilibrium carrier densities and
elevated carrier temperatures. Depending on the incident fluence and the photon energy of the
laser radiation, particle densities several orders of magnitude above the equilibrium value may be
reached and carrier temperatures of several thousands degrees may be obtained. This in turn will
affect various macroscopic parameters such as those governing the optical properties of the system.

Figure 2.1 A schematic illustration of the electron-hole pair creation following excitation of a
semiconductor with laser radiation of energy 0. Energy relaxation follows via optical phonon
emission (ph).
Part of the light radiation incident on a semiconductor is reflected and part of it enters the solid
where some of it is absorbed and the rest transmitted. Linear absorption takes place when the
photon energy is larger than the fundamental energy gap of the semiconductor (Figure (2.1)). In a
direct optical absorption a quantum of light from the laser pulse is absorbed by an electron thus
making a transition from the valence to the conduction band. This produces a hole in the valence
band.
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Following optical excitation electrons and holes undergo spatial and temporal evolution with
characteristic times which depend on the various relaxation processes (see Table I and Figure
(2.2)). Initially the excitation energy is transferred entirely to the carriers, leading to the creation
of non-equilibrium carrier densities with specific momentum states and elevated carrier
temperatures.

As the system evolves towards equilibrium there is momentum and energy

relaxation. Momentum relaxation occurs on a femtosecond time scale via elastic and inelastic
scattering. On the same time scale carrier-carrier scattering of the electrons (holes) results in
Coulomb thermalization and allows the electron (hole) system to be described by a Fermi-Dirac
distribution with temperature Te (Th). Similarly, electron-hole scattering eventually brings the two
distributions into thermal equilibrium.

Table I
Fundamental Processes in Semiconductors
Microscopic process

Characteristic Time (sec)

Carrier-carrier scattering

10-15 to 10-12

Intervalley scattering

 10-14

Intravalley scattering

 10-13

Carrier-optical phonon thermalization

 10-12

Optical phonon-acoustic phonon interaction

 10-11

Carrier diffusion (0.1m)

 10-11

Auger recombination (carrier density 1020 cm-3 )  10-10
Radiative recombination

 10-9

Lattice heat diffusion (1m)

 10-8
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Figure 2.2 A block diagram illustrating the flow of energy in a photo-excited semiconductor. This
diagram shows the evolution of laser deposited energy in the carrier and lattice systems, where
only single-photon interband absorption is considered.
Energy relaxation of carriers occurs primarily via the emission of optical phonons. For the holes
this interaction involves optical phonons generated near the center of the Brillouin zone. However,
in addition to small wave-vector phonon emission, conduction band electrons can interact with
large wave-vector phonons (Figure (2.3)). This involves the scattering of electrons from the
central valley of the Brillouin zone to the various side valleys (intervalley scattering) resulting in
large wave-vector phonon emission. All optical phonons generated eventually decay into two or
more lower energy phonons (LA+LA or LA+LO, etc.) via multiphonon processes associated with
lattice anharmonicity (Figure (2.4)). This decay time depends on the lattice temperature, which
for the zone center optical phonons varies from 10psec at cryogenic temperatures to 4psec or
less at room temperature. Because this time can be longer than the carrier-optical phonon
thermalization time, large non-equilibrium optical phonon populations can occur during carrier
energy relaxation. These `hot phonons' can inhibit energy relaxation of the carriers (hot phonon
re-absorption).
On a time scale greater than 100psec, (depending on the carrier density) electron-hole
recombination occurs at high carrier densities via the three-body Auger process.

Other

recombination processes take place on even longer time scales and therefore are considered
negligible for ultrashort time domain.
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Figure 2.3 Schematic band structure of the lowest conduction band and the highest valence band
of GaAs. The arrow labeled 1 represents optical excitation of electrons and holes. Arrows 2,3
represent intravalley scattering of electrons by LO phonons while arrow 7 corresponds to
intravalley scattering of holes by LO phonons. The arrows labeled 3,4 and 5 represent intervalley
scattering processes. Both types of scattering processes contribute to the relaxation of hot carriers.

Due to the spatial inhomogeneous absorption of light, one has to also consider the spatial behavior
of the various microscopic processes in addition to the temporal aspect of laser pulse excitation.
The absorption of visible laser light in semiconductor material like germanium occurs over a depth
of 0.1m. Most of the carriers are generated within this small region of the semiconductor. This
in turn leads to carrier diffusion causing the system to return to equilibrium. However, this
ambipolar diffusion (the combined electron-hole diffusion) depends on the carrier temperature.
Therefore the initial rise in the carrier temperature due to the excess kinetic energy received during
laser excitation causes a substantial increase in the diffusion coefficient. This result in a rapid
diffusion of carriers out of the interactive region. In most semiconductors this enhanced diffusion
occurs over the initial period of photo-excitation lasting a few picoseconds until the carriers lose
their kinetic energy. As the carriers lose their kinetic energy and the system returns to thermal
equilibrium the diffusion coefficient also returns to its ambient value. However, the diffusion of
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carriers persists over a period of nanoseconds until the spatial inhomogeneity returns to
equilibrium.

Above bandgap excitation of a semiconductor with an intense ultrashort laser pulse produces a
large number non-equilibrium carriers. The presence of such large number of carriers within a
small interacting region results in many body effects that are not noticeable at low carrier densities.
Some of these effects are exciton screening and bandgap re-normalization. Exciton screening
refers to the process where increasing carrier concentration makes the resonant exciton absorption
broaden and eventually disappear (screened). At high densities the presence of free carriers not
only leads to screening of excitons, but also leads to bandgap re-normalization due to exchange
and correlation effects between carriers.
It is clear from the above introduction that a detailed knowledge of how, when and where the laser
radiation is initially deposited and how it is redistributed in time and space is a very complicated
problem. Nevertheless this is a problem that has to be addressed in order to obtain a better
understanding of ultrafast semiconductor dynamics.

Figure 2.4 A schematic illustration of relaxation processes of optical and acoustic phonon in
germanium. The zone center phonons decaying into different phonon modes under the restriction
of conserving energy and momentum.
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In a semiconductor under equilibrium conditions free carriers are distributed according to FermiDirac statistics, whereas phonons characterizing lattice excitations follow Bose-Einstein statistics.
In the absence of an external force, energy and momentum interchanged through carrier-phonon
interactions keep the two distributions at a common temperature. Under this condition the average
momentum of the carrier and phonon systems is zero, with their average energies corresponding
to their common temperature. When electromagnetic radiation is absorbed by a semiconductor
the equilibrium is disturbed and under such a condition the two systems may have different thermal
states. However, the carriers return to equilibrium as soon as the external disturbance is removed.
The average momentum relaxes to zero, while the average carrier temperature relaxes to the lattice
temperature value as carriers lose momentum and energy to phonons through various scattering
processes. The relaxation rate of the momentum and energy of the carriers to the equilibrium value
is determined by the nature of the scattering, and the number of the processes involved.
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Figure 2.5 A schematic diagram illustrating the photo-excitation of a semiconductor and
subsequent energy relaxation. Initially after photo-excitation with polarized light, the carriers will
have delta function distribution in momentum and energy space (a). Within tens of femtoseconds
momentum randomization occurs (b). Thermalization of carriers into a Fermi-Dirac distribution
for carrier densities greater than 1019 cm-3 via collision occurs on 10-13 sec (c). As time evolves
the hot carriers lose their excess kinetic energy while attempting to reach thermal equilibrium with
the lattice through optical phonon scattering (d).

Figure (2.5) shows a schematic representation of the major processes following photo-excitation
of a semiconductor with a monochromatic polarized laser light that is a delta function in time
(ultrashort pulse excitation). Absorption of optical electromagnetic radiation by a semiconductor
where the energy quanta  is higher than the band gap energy Eg results in the creation of
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electron-hole pairs with excess kinetic energy corresponding to the residual energy -Eg. This
initial excitation by a monochromatic and polarized radiation produces distributions of electrons
and holes that are narrow in energy and peaked in particular directions of momentum space (Figure
(2.5a)). However, elastic as well as inelastic scattering events randomize momentum within tens
of femtoseconds (Figure (2.5ab)).

Following photo-excitation the electrons will posses most of the excess kinetic energy since their
effective mass is much lighter than that of the holes. This means that initially electrons and holes
have to be considered as separate systems each with their individual thermal distributions.
Electron-electron and hole-hole collisions are density dependent.

For carrier densities greater

than 1019 cm-3 these collisions occur on 10-13 sec time-scale which thermalizes the carriers (time
required to establish a carrier temperature) into a Fermi-Dirac distribution (Figures (2.5bc)).
The distribution functions for electrons and holes possess different temperatures which may be
higher or lower than the lattice temperature depending on  As time evolves the hot carriers
lose their excess kinetic energy while attempting to reach thermal equilibrium with the lattice
through various scattering mechanisms, with the most efficient mechanism being the optical
phonon scattering. Through interaction with the carriers the population of non-equilibrium optical
phonons increases and on a picosecond time scale attempts to thermalize with other lattice modes
through phonon-phonon interaction brought about by lattice anharmonicity. [4]

2.3 Ultrathin Films

The needs of the integrated circuit industry led to the development of thin film technology. The
requirements for smaller devices with higher speed in the integrated circuits demand advanced
materials and new processing techniques suitable for future giga scale integration (GSI)
technology. For reaching this goal, physics and technology of ultra-thin and nanostructural thin
films is of high importance.
An ultrathin film is a layer of material of which the thickness ranges between fractions of a
nanometer to tens of nanometers.Fundamentals on thin film technology are fabrication,
characterization and applications. The fabrication of thin films is achieved with the use of
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conventional physical and chemical vapor deposition techniques and their modifications viz. ionassistance and laser ablation. Thin films can be characterized based on their thickness, structure
and chemical composition. The surface and/or interface properties of the substrate can greatly
affect thin film characteristics because of surface contamination, nucleation effects, surface
chemical reactions, surface mobility, stress effects due to thermal expansion mismatch and others.
Since thin films are two-dimensional systems, hence having a large surface to volume ratio, their
characteristics can differ largely from those of the bulk materials. The morphology, physical
structure and chemical nature between the two are also different. Hence, specialized techniques
have been developed for the analysis of crystallographic and electronic structure at nano-level and
for surface/interface morphology and composition. [7]

2.4 Application of thin films
Thin films as a two-dimensional system has solved many practical problems. Over the past 40
years, they have been produced In order to be used in devices. Their construction cost is much
smaller compared to the corresponding cost for bulk material and they function similarly when
used for surface processes. They have many applications in various fields of technology such as
microelectronics, optoelectronics, and sensors. They are part of electronic components, electronic
displays, optical coatings, magnetic films for data storage, optical data storage devices, antistatic
coatings, and hard surface coatings. Furthermore, they can be used in the field of communication,
catalysis, as well as in energy generation and conservation strategies. Thin film science and
technology is therefore of great importance in modern life aspects. Hence, understanding the
nature, functions and new properties of thin films is necessary for the development of new
technologies for future applications. [8]
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Chapter 3

Probing ultrafast dynamics in semiconductors

In order to observe extremely fast phenomena such as the various carrier dynamics in
semiconductors several ultrafast interrogation techniques have been developed. Some of these
are the excite-and-probe technique, the streak camera, optical Kerr gate and up-conversion gate.
In this section a brief description of some of the most popular techniques is given.

3.1 Pump-and-Probe Technique
In the pump-and-probe (excite-and-probe) technique an ultrashort laser pulse is separated into two
pulses, the pump and the probe with a variable optical delay between them (t). The two incident
ultrashort laser pulses are made to overlap spatially on the sample under investigation (ideally the
probe beam has to be covered completely by the excitation beam). The intense pump pulse excites
the sample, causing a change in its properties. A weaker probe pulse monitors these changes
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initiated in the sample by the pump pulse. The time evolution of the excited state is investigated
by varying the time delay (t) between the pump and the probe pulses. The pump-and-probe
technique may be used to investigate such properties as; reflectivity, transmission, Raman
scattering, and induced absorption. Figure (3.1) shows a schematic diagram of a typical pumpand-probe technique. [4]

Figure 3.1 A typical excite-and-probe experimental setup. The ultrashort laser pulse in separated
into a pump and a probe beam with a variable optical delay between them (t). The pump beam
is normally used to excite the semiconductor, whereas the probe beam (typically much weaker
than the pump beam) is used to measure the changes induced by the first pulse as a function of the
optical delay between them.
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3.2 Streak Camera
Streak cameras are devices that convert time information from luminous events into spatial
information. Streak camera technology was pioneered more that 2 decays ago by Bradley and
Schelev. Modern streak cameras can measure optical pulses with subpicosecond resolution. A
typical streak camera consists of a streak tube, fast-sweeping electronics, input optics, and output
optics (Figure (3.2)). The streak camera is mostly used for ultrafast luminescence measurements.
In this technique light emitted from the sample that is photo-excited by an ultrafast laser pulse is
focused on to the photocathode of the streak camera. The flux of the photoelectrons released by
the photocathode is proportional to the light intensity incident on the system. These electrons are
accelerated and then deflected by an applied voltage that sweeps the electrons across a phosphor
screen. Clearly the electrons released at different time from the photocathode will strike the
phosphor screen at different positions. This will causes a track, or streak, with a spatial intensity
profile directly proportional to the incident temporal intensity profile of the photoluminescence.
The temporal resolution of streak cameras commercially available approaches 0.5 psec with
spectra sensitivity in the UV to IR range. [4]

Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of the operation of a streak camera. A technique by which optical
pulses can be detected and resolved with subpicosecond time resolution.
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3.3 Optical Kerr Gate
Early studies in ultrafast luminescence utilized the optical Kerr gate, which consists of a Kerr
active liquid, such as carbon disulfide. This liquid is situated between two crossed polarizers as
shown in Figure (3.3). Normally, due to these cross polarizers the gate is closed. However under
an intense electric field (synchronized with the ultrafast laser pulse) the molecules of the liquid
experience a short-live induced birefringence. This birefringence makes the Kerr gate transparent,
thus in effect it acts like a mechanical shutter that allows the light in for only a short period of
time. Therefore an intense laser pulse can be used to carve out successive portions of the temporal
profile of the emitted photoluminescence by simply varying the delay time of the gating pulse.
This can be achieved by incorporating a moveable retroreflector in an optical delay line. The
resolution of the optical Kerr gate depends upon the reorientation time of the molecules of the
active Kerr medium (assuming the laser pulse is a delta function in time). For example the
reorientation time of CS2 is approximately 2 psec. [4]

Figure 3.3 A schematic diagram of an optical Kerr gate. Intense electric field synchronized with
the laser pulse induce birefringence which make the Kerr gate transparent, thus in effect it acts like
a mechanical shutter.

3.4 Up-Conversion Gate
The process of parametric up-conversion (frequency sum generation) has been used as mechanism
for ultrafast optical shutters. A schematic diagram of the basic principle of parametric upconversion technique is shown in Figure (3.4). After an ultrashort pulse excites the sample, the
luminescence from the sample is collected, collimated, and combined with part of the excitation
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pulse in a non-linear crystal such as LiNbO3. The angle of the crystal is set in order to phase match
the frequency of the gating pulse with a selected frequency of luminescence. A signal whose
frequency is the sum of the laser and luminescence frequencies is generated by the crystal and
detected by a photomultiplier tube. By varying the delay of the gating pulse and measuring the
sum frequency signal, the temporal profile of the luminescence is obtained with no background
signal. Since up-conversion involves virtual electronic transitions, this gate has a response time
on a femtosecond time scale. [4]

Figure 3.4 A schematic diagram of parametric up-conversion gate. Parametric up-conversion or
frequency sum generation is used as a mechanism for ultrafast optical shutter with response on a
femtosecond time scale.

3.5 Transient absorption measurements
A schematic diagram of a typical setup for time-resolved reflection and transmission experiments
is shown in Figure (3.5). An ultrashort laser pulse is divided into two parts, the pump, which is
the more intense of the two and the probe pulse, which is much weaker in order to produce the
minimum perturbation on the sample. The separated beams follow different optical paths with one
having a variable path length. Varying the path length will in effect vary the time delay between
the pump and probe pulses. The delay is typically done with a precise motorized transitional stage
due to the extreme accurate requirements for temporal resolution (light travels 0.33 m in a single
femtosecond). Following the different optical paths the pump and probe beams are then directed
and focused on the same spatial area on the sample, always taking care such that the probe beam
is completely within the excitation beam. The reflection (transmission) beam is then detected with
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a photodiode or a photomultiplier (depending of the wavelength of probing). To improve the
sensitivity of the experiment in many cases a lock-in amplifier is utilized along with an optical
chopper.

Figure 3.5 An arrangement for a typical time resolved reflection and transmission experiment. Part
of the intense pulse is focused on a water cell which generates a super-continuum white light. The
white light continuum allows the selection of the probing wavelength.

The chopper is normally placed in the path of the pump beam, which modulates the excitation thus
giving a synchronization signal to the lock-in amplifier. In some cases where wavelength
selectivity is required one may use super-continuum generation. This can be accomplished by
focusing an intense ultrashort laser pulse in certain material like water, ethylene glycol, or a glass
fiber.

The white light source generated this way (a continuum of wavelengths) provides a

selection of any wavelength desired for the pump and probe. Typically, part of the fundamental
intense laser pulse is used as the pump whereas the weak probe is chosen from the white light
continuum. This will allow the selection of the excitation states being probed.

In order to carry out measurement at low energy fluence (50nJ/cm2) it is necessary to utilize a high
repetition rate amplifier. The pulse repetition rate for this system is 250kHz. The large number of
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pulses per second along with the lock-in amplifier technique will provide a good signal to noise
ratio in comparison to the 1kHz system. [4]

3.6 Ultrafast Amplifier RegA
The RegA system is a compact titanium: sapphire modelocked oscillator and regenerative
amplifier system with one pump laser each; one for the oscillator and one for the amplifier. The
low energy pulses (5nJ/pulse) available from the Mira Seed laser are amplified to microjoules of
energy, sufficient to allow the excitation and probing of material on an ultrafast time scale. The
optical setup of the complete ultrafast amplifier system is shown below in the diagram.

Figure 3.6: A schematic of the optical setup of the RegA ultrafast Amplifier.

A diode-pumped solid-state frequency double Neodymium Vanadate (Nd:YVO4) laser providing
a single frequency green (532nm) output is used to pump a Titanium-Sapphire mode locked
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oscillator (Mirra). The 5 Watt pump beam which is directed the Mira produces a train of ultrafast
pulses at repetition rate of 75MHz and an average power of 700 mW with a typical pulse width
of 50 fs. The Mira output which is centered around 800 nm, is directed into a pulse stretcher
(EC9150, Coherent, USA) before injection into the regenerative amplifier. After around 25 round
trips, the pulses were amplified and ejected by an internal Bragg cell at a repetition frequency of
250 kHz, then directed to the joint stretcher-compressor to be re-compressed to < 75 fs duration.
The optical cavity of the RegA laser has two strongly focused regions (beam waists); one for the
titanium:sapphire gain medium and one for the acousto-optic cavity dumper used to switch pulses
in and out. A primary consideration in the design of a such a cavity is control of the beam sizes at
these two locations. A further design requirement for RegA is that the cavity have a length close
to the 1.97 m long (76 MHz) Mira Seed laser. This allows use of a 76 MHz drive signal from the
Mira to accurately synchronize the injection and extraction to the amplifier with the incoming
oscillator pulse train.

Figure 3.7 Ultrafast amplifier laser RegA
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The other important element in the RegA optical cavity is the acousto-optic Q-switch. This serves
to hold off lasing in the cavity until the Mira pulse is injected. The long arm between the two
tightly focused regions allows the positioning of the Q-switch in the cavity near to a weak optical
waist.
The Q-switch is an acousto-optic modulator used to prevent lasing in the RegA cavity until a pulse
from the Mira is injected. This allows the titanium:sapphire crystal to store energy for the
amplification of the injected pulse. The Q-switch uses a normal angled TeO2 crystal with an
acousto-optic transducer matched to respond to 76 MHz RF excitation. The 76 MHz acoustic wave
generated in the Q-switch by the RF excitation is aligned at Bragg angle to diffract out part of the
beam inside the RegA cavity. This loss holds off spontaneous lasing in the cavity. The RF drive to
the Q-switch is turned off suddenly and a single Mira pulse is injected into the RegA cavity by the
cavity dumper. By timing this injection appropriately, the injected pulse can be amplified in the
RegA cavity and ejected by the cavity dumper while containing most of the titanium:sapphire
stored energy. After ejection of the pulse, the Q-switch loss is turned back on again to allow the
stored energy in the titanium:sapphire to build up again for the next pulse.

3.7 Experimental Setup
In what follows the actual pump-probe optical setup which was designed and configured to
measure transient absorption changes with a high repetition rate amplifier is shown. The
experimental set up used for studying the ultrathin silicon films with the use of ultrashort pulses.
The pulse enters the pump-probe setup, after it leaves the RegA. The beam splitter at the beginning
of the setup, splits the beam into two parts: the pump and the probe. The pump beam, displayed in
Figure (3.8) with red colour, goes through a λ/2 plate and a polarizer.

Afterwards the beam passes through a Beta Barium Borate (BBO) crystal. The BBO crystal uses
the second harmonic generation, known as frequency doubling, which is a non-linear optical
procedure. Two same-frequency photons interact with a nonlinear material generating a new
photon, of which the energy and frequency are twice the initial while the wavelength is the half.
After the BBO crystal there is a chopper. The chopper is normally placed in the path of the pump
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beam, which modulates the excitation, thus giving a synchronization signal to the lock-in
amplifier. The probe beam, shown as orange in Figure (3.8) after the splitter, goes through the
translation stage, which adjusts the optical path between the pump and the probe, and hence the
optical delay between them. The experimental setup is regulated so that the two beams travel the
same distance in the optical path up to hit the sample. The two beams, at the end of their optical
path, are directed and focused on the same spatial area on the sample. Great care must be taken in
placing the probe beam completely within the excitation beam. Finally, we can detect the reflection
or transmission beam with a photodiode. [4]
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Figure 3.8: Optical setup for high repetition rate pump-probe differential absorption
measurements.
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Chapter 4

Data Analysis

4.1 Experimental Details
In this chapter will be given a description of the measurements on the ultrathin polysilicon film.
Using differential absorption (pump-probe) measurements, we are able to obtain information on
the ultrafast dynamics the polysilicon nano-films. The samples were excited by the pump pulse at
400nm with pulse width 75fs (FWHM) and a repetition rate of 250kHz. The probe pulse was
generated using supper-continuum light in the range of 500nm-750nm. Probing wavelength was
selected using band pass filters. The energy of the used to excite the films was 0.1nJ/pulse, with
an estimated fluence of 50nJ/cm2 incident on the sample.

The sample investigated were ultra-thin polycrystalline silicon films. These silicon films had
thicknesses, of 5nm, 10nm, and 20nm. The following plots show the measurements of differential
absorption (DA/A) as a function of the optical path delay between the pump-probe for each sample
thickness.
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4.1.1 Poly crystalline Silicon thin film - 5nm
The data below show the differential absorption of polycrystalline silicon film of thickness 5nm.
The various graphs show the differential absorption DA/A as a function of optical delay between
the pump and probe.
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Figure 4.1: Graph of differential absorption values as a function of time. The probing wavelength ranges
from 500nm to 750nm and the sample thickness is 5nm.
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500

A typical behavior for all the probing wavelengths except for the 700nm, following the
femtosecond pulse excitation there is a sharp drop in the absorption which is pulse width limited.
Then there is a much slower recovery which follows a biexponential behavior. The drop in the
absorption is indicative of what we referred to as state filling, whereas the positive change seen at
700nm suggests that free carrier absorption is far more important at this probing energy state.

In order to obtain a better comparison between the various dynamics at the different probing
wavelength (probing energy states) the data were normalized and plotted on the same graph. This

Normalized DA/A (Absolute Values)

provided a mean to compare the various decay components.
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Figure 4.2: Graph of normalized absolute differential values of absorption as a function of time. The
wavelength ranges from 500nm to 750 nm and the sample thickness is 5nm.
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4.1.2 Poly crystalline Silicon thin film – 10 nm
The data below show the differential absorption of polycrystalline silicon film of thickness 10nm.
The various graphs show the differential absorption DA/A as a function of optical delay between
the pump and probe.
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Figure 4.3: Graph of differential absorption values as a function of time. The wavelength ranges from
500nm to 750nm and the sample thickness is 10nm.
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A typical behavior for all the probing wavelengths except for the 700nm, following the
femtosecond pulse excitation there is a sharp drop in the absorption which is pulse width limited.
Then there is a much slower recovery which follows a biexponential behavior. The drop in the
absorption is indicative of what we referred to as state filling, whereas the positive change seen at
700nm suggests that free carrier absorption is far more important at this probing energy state.

In order to obtain a better comparison between the various dynamics at the different probing
wavelength (probing energy states) the data were normalized and plotted on the same graph. This

Normalized DA/A (Absolute Values)

provided a mean to compare the various decay components.
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Figure 4.4: Graph of normalized absolute differential values of absorption as a function of time. The
wavelength ranges from 500nm to 750 nm and the sample thickness is 10nm.
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4.1.3 Poly crystalline Silicon thin film - 20nm
The data below show the differential absorption of polycrystalline silicon film of thickness 20nm.
The various graphs show the differential absorption DA/A as a function of optical delay between
the pump and probe.
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Figure 4.5: Graph of differential absorption values as a function of time. The wavelength ranges from
500nm to 750nm and the sample thickness is 20nm.
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500

Typical behavior for all the probing wavelengths, following the femtosecond pulse excitation there
is a sharp drop in the absorption which is pulse width limited. Then there is a much slower recovery
which follows a biexponential behavior. The drop in the absorption is indicative of what we
referred to as state filling.
In order to obtain a better comparison between the various dynamics at the different probing
wavelength (probing energy states) the data were normalized and plotted on the same graph. This

Normalized DA/A (Absolute Values)

provided a mean to compare the various decay components.
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Figure 4.6: Graph of normalized absolute differential values of absorption as a function of time. The
wavelength ranges from 500nm to 750 nm and the sample thickness is 20nm.
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At first sight, all graphs have a peak at t=0, for all wavelengths examined. In optical absorption,
there seems to be a fast decrease reaching a minimum, followed by a fast recovery toward a
plateau. This results because the system tends to equilibrium via some relaxation mechanism.
The observed transient absorption changes in a semiconductor following the above bandgap
femtosecond pulse excitation are associated with the generation of non-equilibrium carrier density
via the excitation of electrons from the valence to the conduction band. [8]
As the system evolves toward equilibrium, the photo-generated carriers distribute themselves
along the energy states that are normally unoccupied under equilibrium conditions. In our
measurements, this appears as a negative change in the induced absorption. [8]
The graph behavior basically describes the 'state filling' phenomenon.
As shown in the above figures, the differential absorption for the most wavelengths is negative
except in the cases of the 700nm, for sample thicknesses of 5nm and 10nm. This is due to both the
state filling effect and the free carriers' absorption, which seems to be more important.

4.2 Data Analysis

The temporal behavior of the transient differential absorption measurements was analyzed using a
multi-exponential fit to the data via the scientific data analysis software OriginPro. For the purpose
of the experiment, a double exponential rate model was found to provide an adequate fitting of the
transient decays, denoting the presence of various excitations relaxation mechanisms:
DA / A  A0   i A * e

where i =1, 2, 3 …
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(4.1)

4.2.1 Poly crystalline Silicon thin film - 5nm

The following table shows the results of the analysis made for polycrystalline silicon film of
thickness 5nm.
λ

A0

A1

τ1

A2

τ2

(nm)

(%)

(%)

(ps)

(%)

(ps)

500

20.98

36.71

15.02

37.04

140.05

550

17.94

40.61

14.25

30.11

158.07

600

9.53

23.57

15.59

19.28

178.54

650

6.94

32.62

7.02

15.60

122.78

700

5.66

31.07

6.14

12.78

105.79

750

4.62

25.90

9.79

10.94

97.21

Table 4.1: Summary of the results after decay line fitting. The constants A and τ indicate the amplitude
and the time decay fitting values obtained using model (4.1) for the sample with 5nm thickness.

As shown in Table 4.1 we have low and fast components. In all cases, A0 is the lowest component.
The fast component is the result of the surface states while the low one describes the carriers'
transition to other states. Regarding the resulting times, we can see a reduction, for the probing
wavelength 650nm-750nm, of about 50% of the time needed for the probing wavelength 500nm600nm. This happens because the transitions of the carriers to lower energy states which are close
to the excited energy states require less time to happen.
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4.2.2 Poly crystalline Silicon thin film - 10nm

The following table shows the results of the analysis made for polycrystalline silicon film of
thickness 10nm.
λ

A0

A1

τ1

A2

τ2

(nm)

(%)

(%)

(ps)

(%)

(ps)

500

26.63

26.69

11.59

34.64

135.79

550

19.32

24.63

10.80

28.94

169.12

600

13.72

23.97

16.50

20.44

184.86

650

15.25

28.49

10.16

20.94

169.99

700

13.78

38.62

14.41

10.72

129.73

750

9.40

37.77

8.33

15.06

105.42

Table 4.2: Summary of the results after decay line fitting. The constants A and τ indicate the amplitude
and the time decay fitting values obtained using model (4.1) for the sample with 10nm thickness.

As shown in Table 4.2 we have low and fast components. In all cases, A0 is the lowest component.
The fast component is the result of the surface states while the low one describes the carriers'
transition to other states. Regarding the resulting times, we do not observe a specific trend while
the wavelength increases.
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4.2.3 Poly crystalline Silicon thin film - 20nm

The following table shows the results of the analysis made for polycrystalline silicon film of
thickness 20nm.
λ

A0

A1

τ1

A2

τ2

(nm)

(%)

(%)

(ps)

(%)

(ps)

500

31.84

33.53

26.98

25.56

175.89

550

26.25

28.56

33.48

20.22

263.39

600

18.50

30.00

38.17

21.34

577.70

650

20.00

30.56

35.12

14.32

495.58

700

20.00

28.30

31.58

8.73

417.96

750

17.00

45.02

23.91

4.31

272.87

Table 4.3: Summary of the results after decay line fitting. The constants A and τ indicate the amplitude
and the time decay fitting values obtained using model (4.1) for the sample with 20nm thickness.

As shown in Table 4.3 we have low and fast components. The fast component is the result of the
surface states while the low one describes the carriers' transition to other states. Compared with
the cases of the samples of 5nm and 10nm, the variation in time for the sample of 20nm does not
follow a specific trend while the wavelength increases.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions
The use of a high repetition rate amplifier have provided a mean to probing carrier dynamics in
thin films with thickness of a few nanometers at energy fluence as low as 50nJ/cm2. The carrier
dynamics at these low energy densities appear to be governed by two component exponential
decays for probing wavelengths ranging between 400nm to 750nm (2.76eV-1.65eV). The short
component which is of the order of 15 ps is mainly attributed to the fast relaxation of carrier into
the various surface states whereas the longer component (~ 150 ps) is associated with the relaxation
of carrier in the various energy states of the material. Furthermore, intensity measurements have
revealed that the decay components increase in lifetime suggesting that Auger recombination is
negligible at this excitation fluence.
One important outcome of this work is the observed reduced lifetime (~ 6ps) of the short decay
component for the 5nm film (instead of ~15ps) for probing wavelengths 650nm to 750nm. Given
this behavior is far more pronounced in the thinnest film where the surfaced sates play a major role
as relaxation channels of the photo-excited carriers it suggests that these states are energetically
closer to the probing energies of 1.91eV-1.65eV.
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